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 Regularities on the Cayley Graphs of Groups of Linear Growth
 R OBERTO I NCITTI
 In this paper a short proof is given of a theorem of M . Gromov in a particular case using a
 combinatorial argument .
 Ö  1997 Academic Press Limited
 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 Let  G  be a finitely generated group and  E  5  E  1  <  E  2 1 a finite generating system .
 Define the  E -length  l E ( g ) of  g  P  G  as the minimum length of a representation of  g  as a
 product of elements in  E ,  and define  f E ( n ) as the number of elements in  G  with
 E -length equal to  n .  We will say that a finitely generated group has  polynomial growth
 if there exists an integer  k  such that  f E ( n )  <  n
 k  (this definition is easily seen to be
 independent of  E ) .  A deep result of Gromov says that a group of polynomial growth
 has a nilpotent subgroup of finite index ; or , equivalently , that it is a finite extension of a
 nilpotent group . Gromov’s proof is geometric and non-elementary , and it is an open
 problem to give a proof using only group-theoretic or combinatorial arguments . There
 are some results in this direction for the case of linear growth by Wilkie and Van Den
 Dries (see [4]) and by Justin (see [2]) , who use a combinatorial argument . Here we
 take a dif ferent point of view , and exhibit a regularity property on the Cayley graph of
 G  that simplifies the proof for the linear case and seems likely to be extended to the
 cases of growth of higher degree .
 2 .  P RELIMINARY R ESULTS
 In this section some definitions and results are given that will be needed in the
 sequel . The main result will be the existence of an element of infinite period in a group
 of proper linear growth .
 For  g  P  G , consider the set  M ( g ) of all the writings of  g  of minimum  E -length . Let
 , E  be the lexicografic order on  E * induced by some total order on  E .  Take the
 element of  M ( g ) which is minimal with respect to  , E . We will call this element the
 canonical writing  of  g  ( c .w . ,  for short . ) Since two writings on the same alphabet can
 always be compared with respect to the lexicographic order , we have that two elements
 of  G  are equal if f their  c .w . ’s are the same . Note that if  G  5  k E  3  R l  is a presentation of
 G , F  is the free group generated by  E  and  N  is the normal closure of  R  in  F  , then the
 canonical writings form a Schreier transversal for  N  in  F  (see [3]) . The next definition
 will concern some particular subsets of this Schreier transversal .
 D EFINITION 2 . 1 .  A sequence  h g i j  of elements of  G  is a chain if the  c .w .  of  g i 1 1 has
 the form  w i e , where  w i  is the  c .w .  of  g i  and  e  P  E .
 D EFINITION 2 . 2 .  Let  w  5  a 1  ?  ?  ?  a n  be a word . A factor of  w  is a word of the form
 a j a j 1 1  ?  ?  ?  a j 1 k , where 1  <  j ,  j  1  k  <  n .
 It is easy to show the following :
 P ROPOSITION 2 . 3 .  E y  ery factor of a c .w . is a c .w .
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 D EFINITION 2 . 4 .  Let  T  be the oriented graph the vertices of which are the elements
 of  G  and such that ( a ,  b )  P  T  ï  ( ' e  P  E ) ( b  5  ae  and  l E ( b )  5  l E ( a )  1  1) .
 D EFINITION 2 . 5 .  Given two vertices  g ,  g 9  P  T ,  a path between  g  and  g 9 is a sequence
 g 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  g n  of vertices of  T  such that  g 1  5  g , g n  5  g 9 and ( g i 1 1  ,  g i )  P  T  . If ( g 9 ,  g )  P  T ,  g 9
 is a predecessor of  g  (which is a successor of  g 9 ) . If there exists a path  g 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  g n
 between  g  and  g 9 such that  g i  is a successor of  g i 2 1 we will call it a descending path
 from  g  to  g 9 . The length  l ( g ) of a vertex  g  P  T  is the minimal length of a path between
 g  and 1  P  T .  Finally , given a vertex  g  of  T ,  denote by  T g  the graph the vertices of which
 are the vertices  h  of  T  such that there is a descending path from  h  to  g .
 Note that the fact that the Cayley graph can be graded by length implies that  T  is a
 spanning tree of the Cayley graph of  G .
 L EMMA 2 . 6 .  (i)  For e y  ery element g  P  T , there exists an ascending path from g to
 1  P  T .
 (ii)  If T g is infinite there is a successor s of g such that T s is infinite .
 ( Note that  ( i )  and  ( ii )  imply that T is a tree . )
 P ROOF .  (i)  If  e 1  ?  ?  ?  e n 2 1 is a predecessor of  g .  By iterating this procedure we obtain
 a descending path from  g  to 1 .
 (ii)  This follows from the fact that , given  h  P  T g , every descending path from  h  to  g
 must have as its last but one element a successor of  g —let us call it  s —and that
 eliminating the last term from this path we obtain a path from  h  to  s .  h
 P ROPOSITION 2 . 7 .  Let G be infinite . Then there exists an infinite  ( ascending )  path  ( g n )
 such that , for e y  ery n ,  ( g n  ,  g n 1 1 )  P  T .
 P ROOF .  Choose a path on  T  in the following way : let 1  P  T  to be  g 1 , and let  g i 1 1 be
 a successor of  g i  such that  T g i 1 1 is infinite . This path is infinite because , by (i) of the
 above lemma , we have  T  5  T 1 , and , by (ii) ,  g i 1 1 can be chosen in a non-void set , since
 T g i  is infinite . Moreover ,  g i 1 1 has  c .w .  of the form  w i e ,  where  w i  is the  c .w .  of  g i  and
 e  P  E , because of the way in which the linking relations are defined .  h
 D EFINITION 2 . 8 .  Let  A  be an alphabet . Define an infinite word as an application
 N  5  A ,  and denote by  w ( n ,  .  .  .  ,  n  1  k ) the word  w ( n )  ?  ?  ?  w ( n  1  k ) .
 D EFINITION 2 . 9 .  Let  w  be an infinite word . For every  i  P  N ,  define  w / k  by the
 relation  w / k ( n )  5  w ( n  1  k ) .
 Thus , if we represent an infinite word as a sequence of letters of  A , w / k  is the infinite
 word obtained by cutting the first  k  letters from  w .
 We will need some simple properties of the suf fixes of chains .
 P ROPOSITION 2 . 10 .  Let  h w (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n ) j  be a chain . We ha y  e the following :
 (1)  h w / k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n ) j  is a chain ,  ; k .
 (2)  w / k h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j  has E - length n ,  ; k .
 (3)  w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n )  5  w / k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m )  é  m  5  n .
 (4)  If w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  t 0 )  ?  w / k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  t 0 )  for some t 0  P  N ,  then w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n )  ?  w / k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n ) ,
 ; n  >  t 0  .
 (5)  If there exists h and k  >  0  such that w / h  5  w / h 1 k  , that is w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n )  5
 w / h 1 k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n ) ,  ; n  P  N ,  then there exists g  P  G such that o ( g )  5  `  .
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 P ROOF .  (1) , (2) and (3) are easy to prove . (4) follows from the fact that two
 elements of  G  are equal if f they have the same  c .w . ,  and from the chain property
 ( w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  t 0 )  and  w / k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  t 0 ) are factors of  w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n ) and  w / k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n ) ,
 respectively) . To show (5) , consider  w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  k ) .  We have that ,  ; t  P  N ,  w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  tk )
 is its  t th power , having its  c .w .  composed of  t  copies of the  c .w .  of  w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  k ) .  By (3) ,
 all the  w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  tk ) are distinct , so that  o ( w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  k ))  5  `  .  h
 Now we can show the existence of an element of infinite period in a group of linear
 growth .
 T HEOREM 2 . 11 .  Let G be a finitely generated infinite group and E a finite generating
 system . If there exists a constant a such that f E ( n )  <  an , then there exists g  P  G such that
 o ( g )  5  `  .
 P ROOF .  Let us suppose that no such element exists , and choose an infinite ascending
 path  w .  By (5) of Proposition 2 . 10 , we have that all the  w / k  are dif ferent (equivalently ,
 for every  w  / h , w / k  there exists  t 0  P  N  such that  w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  t 0 )  ?  w / k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  t 0 )) .  By (4) of
 Proposition 2 . 10 , this means that , for all  h  and  k , there exists a  t h , k  such that
 w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n )  ?  w / k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n ) ,  ; n  >  t h , k .  (1)
 Now , take the first  t 0 such that  w / h (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n )  ?  w / k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n ) ,  ; n  >  t 0  ,  ; h ,  k  <  a  1  1 .  (3)
 of Proposition 2 . 9 , together with (1) , implies that the elements of the set  W a ( n )  5
 h w / k (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n )  3  t 0  <  n ,  k  <  a  1  1 j  are all dif ferent . Now , the elements of  W a ( n ) have
 length  < n , and they are ( n  2  t 0 )( a  1  1) ,  which , for large  n ,  contradicts  f E ( n )  <  an .  h
 3 .  M AIN T HEOREM
 In this section the theorem of Gromov [1] is proved using combinatorial arguments
 in the case of linear growth . In what follows ,  G  will be a finitely generated group ,  E  a
 finite generating system ,  a  a constant such that  f E ( n )  <  an ,  and  I  the subgroup of  G
 generated by the elements of infinite period .
 L EMMA 3 . 1 .  Let a and b be two elements of G such that o ( a )  5  o ( b )  5  `  . Then there
 exist s ,  t  ?  0  suc that a s  5  b t .
 P ROOF .  First notice that for every finite generating system other than  E ,  say  E 9 ,
 there exists a constant  a E 9 such that  f E 9 ( n )  <  a E 9 n ; that is , the linearity of the growth
 does not depend on the generating system . Then consider the set  Pr ( n )  5  h x  P  G  3  x  5
 a h b k , h  1  k  <  n j  and a finite generating system  E 9 containing  a  and  b .  All the elements
 of  Pr ( n ) have  E 9 -length  <  n , and if they were all distinct , then , for all  n ,  we should
 have  u Pr ( n ) u  5  1 – 2 ( n 2  1  n ) ,  which contradicts linearity .  h
 L EMMA 3 . 2 .  I has finite index in G , and so is finitely generated .
 P ROOF .  I  is characteristic in  G .  Moreover ,  G  / I  is finitely generated and has linear
 growth . Then , since it cannot have elements of infinite period , Theorem 1 implies that
 G  / I  is finite . Hence  I  has finite index in  G ,  and so is finitely generated .  h
 L EMMA 3 . 3 .  I is a finite extension of  Z .
 P ROOF .  Lemma 3 . 2 and the fact that  I  has countably many elements allows us to
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 choose a finite generating system for  I ,  h g 1  ,  g 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  g n j  such that  o ( g 1 )  5  ?  ?  ?  5  o ( g n )  5
 `  .  Now , take  x  P  G  for clarity such that for every  g i  there is a  t i  such that  g t i i  5  x .  (This
 is possible because of Lemma 3 . 1 . ) The element  x  is centralized by all the  g i , so that  k x l
 is central in  I .  Now ,  I  has linear growth , and the same happens for  I  / k x l ; by Lemma
 3 . 1 ,  I  / k x l  contains only elements of finite period , and Theorem 1 now implies that it is
 finite .  h
 Lemmas 3 . 2 and 3 . 3 now yield the following :
 T HEOREM 3 . 4 .  Let G be a finitely generated infinite group , E a finite generating
 system and a a constant such that f E ( n )  <  an . Then G contains a subgroup of finite index
 isomorphic to  Z .
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